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AKO BISDAK: VOTE
CEBU-BASED PARTY-LISTS
3M Cebuano voters, 3 Cebu-based party-lists

THE founder of Ako Bisdak Party-List has urged the
people of Central Visayas to
vote all party-lists in Region 7
to bring influence in Congress
in passing laws to fast tract economic recovery and promote
health.
Retired Rear Admiral Ernesto “Eboy” Enriquez of the
Philippine Navy (PN) of the
Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) said that it is now
time for the Central Visayas
people to unite and vote all
Visayan-based party-lists to
maximize representations in
the House of Representatives.
Enriquez, Ako Bisdak secretary general and number
one nominee, said that in Cebu
alone, there are at least three
party-lists, namely: Ako Bisdak
Party-List, TUCP Party-List
of Rep. Raymond Democrito
Mendoza and Ako Bisaya of
Rep. Sonny Lagon. There is a
coming fourth which he did not
mention.
The second nominee
of Ako Bisdak is Virgilio
“Dodong” Mendez, former director of the National Bureau
of Investigation (NBI), former
state auditor of the Commission on Audit (COA) and incumbent mayor of San Miguel,
Bohol.
“He (Mendez) is a dedicated public servant and has an
untainted record in public ser-

vice,” Enriquez said.
The third nominee is Architect Rommel Gavieta of
Guimbal, Iloilo and an official
of the Bases Conversion Development Authority (BCDA).
In the 2019 elections, Ako
Bisdak got only 51,000 votes,
while TUCP and Ako Bisaya
got only one congressional seat
each. It’s because Cebu voters
voted party-lists based in Luzon and Mindanao which they
didn’t know, and who did not
bother to help them at this time
of economic crisis as a result
of the Corona Virus Disease
(Covid-19) pandemic.
“Since Cebu has about
three million voters as per records at the Commission on
Elections (COMELEC) and
only 200,000 votes are needed
for one seat in Congress, the Cebuanos can send nine to twelve
congressmen to the House of
Representatives, three each
for Ako Bisdak, TUCP and Ako
Bisaya, and another party-list
which he did not divulge because it is still being fimalized.
If that is added to the eleven
district congressmen in Cebu,
the Cebuanos will have a total
of 20 to 23 congressmen who
will represent them in Congress in the next term, 2022 to
2025,” Enriquez said.
Enriquez was born inside
Camp Lapu-Lapu in Lahug given that his father was an officer

By: ELIAS O. BAQUERO
of the Philippine Army (PA).
But he, his parents and siblings lived in Punta Princesa,
Cebu City since 1964. He was
baptized at Lourdes Shrine.
His mother was a teacher in
Labangon Elementary School.
His parents hail from Carcar
City, and the towns of Barili
and Sibonga in Cebu. He finished elementary education
at Punta Princesa Elementary
School and completed high
school at Abellana National
High School Batch ’78.
He graduated from the
Philippine Military Academy (PMA) Batch ’84 and has
served in the Philippine Navy,
AFP for 38 years. He retired
from the service with a rank of
rear admiral.
During his stint in the
AFP, Enriquez finished a Master’s Degree at Asian Institute
of Management (AIM) in 1992;
a Master’s Degree at Kings College in London, United Kingdom in 2006; and with special
trainings and programs in the
United States, Australia and
England.
After he retired from the
service in 2018, he, together with his batch mates at
Abellana National High
School formed Ako Bisdak to represent several sectors in Congress.

The Ako Bisdak’s platforms include Cultural Re-Integration, Infrastructure Connectivity, Economic Connectivity, and Tax Reform.
In cultural re-integration,
Enriquez said all voters in the
Visayas (Regions 6,7 and 8),
numbering approximately 10.1
million, shall vote as one and
only for party-lists located in
the Visayas.
“It’s nice to hear a strong
and united Visayan
block in Congress
that can initiate
public debates
in issues that
will promote
the welfare of
the people,”
Enriquez said.
In
infrastructure
connectivity,
the government
must
construct
bridges that will
connect all
prov-

RETIRED REAR ADMIRAL
ERNESTO “EBOY” ENRIQUEZ

inces in the Visayas like the
Cordova, Cebu-Getafe, Bohol
Bridge and Santander, Cebu-Amlan, Negros Oriental
Bridge. This will reduce time,
money and effort in transporting goods and people.
In economic connectivity, the government must be a
trade facilitator among provinces, especially in tourism and
agriculture to improve the living condition of the people.
In tax reform,
Enriquez
said
the Tax Code
of the Philippines shall be
amended so
that business
firms must
pay taxes
to the localities where
they are making business.
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‘Duterte Pa Rin Movement’
launched
THE “Duterte Pa Rin
Movement”
which
was
launched at Raddison Blu
Hotel last June 6, 2021, is
the umbrella organization
of all the parallel groups
supporting Davao City Mayor Sara Duterte Carpio for
president in 2022.
This was announced by
businessman Winley Dela
Fuente, the head of the
“Run Sara Run Movement”
in Cebu, the “Ordinaryong
Lungsoranon sa Sugbo”
team.
According to Dela Fuente, in the 2016 presidential
election, President Rodrigo Duterte won largely because of the parallel campaign groups.
Based on experience,
Dela Fuente said the Duterte Pa Rin Movement will
serve as umbrella organiza-

tion to all parallel groups for
Carpio’s presidential bid.
Dela Fuente said that
they are positive in convincing Sara to run for president
because she is eager to do it
based on her gestures and
the way she talks.
“The Duterte Pa Rin

JOBSEEKERS all over
Central Visayas will have a
chance to be hired on the
spot as the DOLE- prepares
for the 5-day online job fair
happening from June 8 to 12,
2021.
The top 10 occupation titles for local employment include the following: Customer Service Representatives;
Customer Support Consultants; Technical Support
Representatives; Teammate
/ Customer Service Representatives; Drivers; Conduc-

tors; and Financial Service
Experts.
Available jobs abroad
with the most vacancies
posted are: Registered Nurses; Nurse Staff; Waiter/Waitress; Agent Airport Services;
General Meat Processing
Workers; Tire Fitters; Cashiers; Cooks; Service Crew;
Assistant Waiters; and Supervisors.
DOLE-7 Regional Director Salome O. Siaton said the
conduct of the online job fair
is in line with the celebration

of the 2021 Philippine Independence Day and all events
calendared from June 8 to 12
will go live in coordination
with Workbank, Inc.- the
DOLE-7’s partner in the said
initiative.
“We are now urging jobseekers from all over Central
Visayas to take advantage of
this online job fair. All they
have to do is go to their Job
Search Page through Workbank, Inc.,” she said.
Applicants may now
start exploring a new and

better-rewarding career by
typing in their browser bit.
ly/workbank-dole7-jobfair.
“There is also a need to
verify the accounts of the applicants via email or mobile
to get notified with the list of
activities during the event.
After that, one may now
view the job vacancies posted by top companies joining
the job fair,” explained Siaton.
As for the overseas job
fair, once within the online
job fair platform, applicants

may contact the POEA and
login at http://onlineservices.poea.gov.ph/OnlineServices/POEAOnline.aspx
for information and assistance.
The DOLE-7’s 2021 Kalayaan: Online Expanded
Trabaho, Negosyo, Kabuhayan (TNK) Job and Business Fairs from June 8 to 12
2021 will offer live chat initiations by employers, possible
same day job interviews and
a big chance for applicants to
get hired on the spot.

THE Cebu Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
(CCCI) has called on Cebuanos to rise against pressing
economic challenges and
move forward towards the
new normal in business and
trade amid the coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19)
pandemic.
The Chamber launched
its annual flagship project,
the Cebu Business Month
(CBM), which will be expanded to a year-long series
of activities relevant to new

normal under the theme,
“Rise Forward.”
In a press release, CCCI
president Felix Taguiam
said the business sector has
learned many lessons from
the pandemic.
“We were not taught
what to do, the economy
went open and closed. We
learn from our mistakes,
life and livelihood were at
stake. We were not prepared for the new normal,
we faced the challenges in
terms (of) software, band-

width and who would have
thought that working from
home (WFH) works and
other new digital paradigm
shifts,” he said.
The 25th CBM this year
has been considered a great
celebration to reboot, reopen, revolutionize and repurpose business, Taguiam
said, adding “we are to rise
forward to bring more to
Cebu than ever before.”
Taguiam invited Cebuanos to join the various
events lined up for the CBM

2021 to keep abreast of
how the commerce in Cebu
bounces back amid the
health crisis.
Michael Cubos, CCCI
vice president for Cebu business mobilization, said the
theme “Rise Forward” is a
campaign to boost confidence and buoyancy of the
local business community,
particularly micro, small
and medium enterprises
(MSMEs), by providing opportunities that promote
digital transformation, in-

novation, entrepreneurship
and creativity towards resilience and global competitiveness.
“As we stand up, collect our wits, move forward
to soldier on and rise even
higher than before, the CCCI
on its 25th year of CBM
wants to showcase a path
to success that Cebuano entrepreneurs are able to reinvent, innovate, sustain, empower and rise forward even
in very challenging times,”
Cubos said.

Movement will control and
manage all parallel groups
throughout the country in
the campaign for Sara to become President next year,”
Dela Fuente said.
He said that the capacity of the function room at
Radisson Blu is 1,000 per-

sons. Although the venue
can accommodate about
500 based on the fifty percent allowable capacity
as per Inter-Agency Task
Force (IATF) order on social distancing, they invited
only 300 participants.
“We did not violate any

IATF rules on social distancing because all were
distancing themselves and
were wearing face masks
and face shields,” Dela
Fuente said.
He added that some of
the attendees are mayors
from Metro Manila and Luzon including Pampanga
and Tarlac, businessmen
from Clark Bases Development Authority, and barangay captains from all over
the country, among others.
“The other attendees are
consultants from national
government agencies,” Dela
Fuente said.
On the other hand, Dela
Fuente said the Ordinaryong Lungsoranon sa Sugbo
has been conducting outreach programs in Cebu’s
towns and remote barangays. ELIAS O. BAQUERO

DOLE 7 holds online Kalayaan job fair

CCCI urges biz to focus on economic recovery
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Fund aid to senior
citizens set June 26
THE
distribution of P3,000
financial
assistance to Cebu
City elders for the
second
quarter
(April-June)
of
2021 is tentatively scheduled on
June 26, said Jeffrey Ocampo, the
chief of the Office of the Senior
Citizens
Affairs
(OSCA).
Ocampo said that is only
tentative because he is still
waiting for the final approval
of Mayor Edgardo C. Labella
who really cares for the welfare of the senior citizens, 60
years old and above.
Cebu City has about
84,000
senior
citizens
who are receiving P1,000
a month of P3,000 every
quarter, a big part of the
Local Government Unit’s
(LGU) annual budget.
Ocampo said that aside
from financial assistance,

OSCA is also lining up proposed projects for home for
the aged, senior citizens’
park, senior citizens’ garden,
senior’ hospital, and senior
citizens’ livelihood, among
others.
He said that the City of
Cebu must have a Home for
the Aged building because
that is a law passed by Congress, under Republic Act
(RA) 994 which mandates
all LGUs.
“In one way or the other,
this is actually a good project because it will benefit the

senior
citizens.
This home for
the aged must be
conducive to living. Our concept
is for it to be like
a resort and at the
same time a garden of flowers or
vegetables,” Ocampo said.
Recently,
Ocampo accompanied the group
called Kasugiran Sugbo (Legends of Cebu) to the 9-hectare Rise and Rebuild Foundation in Sogod, Cebu which
plants fruits and vegetables,
raises livestock and marine
life to be given to the people.
Ocampo said Kasugiran
Sugbo will adopt the best
practices of Rise and Rebuild
Foundation to increase food
production amid Covid-19. A
20-hectare land in Barangay
Guba is now being reserved
for the construction of the
Home for the Aged. ELIAS O.
BAQUERO

LTO 7 RD files cyberlibel case
against 5 motorcycle dealers
LAND
Transportation
Office (LTO) 7 Regional Director Victor Emmanuel
Caindec filed on Monday,
June 7, cyberlibel cases
against five motorcycle dealers owned by the Du family
for defamatory statements
against the regional director
for corruption.
In a press release, Atty.
Ben Cabrido, Caindec’s legal
counsel, said the case was
filed at Mandaue City Prosecutor’s Office.
“Today we have filed the
case on behalf of LTO 7 Director Caindec in his personal capacity as well as in his
official capacity against five
corporations represented by
their respective corporate
officers, arising from the offense committed in violation of Republic Act 10175 or
otherwise known as the Cybercrime Prevention Act of
2012,” Cabrido said.
The five motorcycle dealers include Desmark Corpo-

ration; Du Ek Sam, Incorporated; Des Strong Motors,
Inc.; Des Marketing, Inc.;
and Premio Corporation.
Caindec filed the cases in
violation of Section 4(c)(4)
of Republic Act No. 10175
otherwise known as online
libel, cyberlibel, or libel
committed through a computer system against the five
corporations.
Cabrido said that there
are two private complainants
on the said case, Caindec in
his personal capacity and
him being the LTO 7 director.
The respondents released a joint official statement last February 15, 2021,
on their Facebook pages,
accusing RD Caindec of “demanding P500 SOP” from
these dealers.
In his complaint, Caindec included the names of
the corporate officers and
Board of Directors as respondents per corporation.

For Desmark Corporation, he filed a cyberlibel case
against Gilbert Du, Fe Socorro Du, Mark Allen Du, Marvin Ken Du, Jeanine Du, and
Maricris Lopez.
Du Ek Sam, Incorporated
includes Carl Ryan Lim, Cassandra Alexis Du, with Jane
Du, Marvin Ken Du, Louise
Camille Lumapas, George
Du, Wilson Du, and Melecia
Du.
For Des Strong Motors
Inc.- Silvestre Lumapas Jr.,
Marolou Du-Lumapas, Louise Camille Lumapas, Tom
Joshua Lumapas, and Edgardo Lumapas.
Des Marketing, Inc., Carl Ryan Lim, Cassandra
Alexis Du, Iwih Jane Du,
Marvin Ken Du, Louise Camille Lumapas, George Du,
Wilson Du, Melecia Du.
And Premio Corporation
- Mark Allen Du, Jeanine Du,
Maricris Lopez, Gilbert Du,
Fe Socorro Du, and Marvin
Ken Du.

Coops in CV unite:
CDA chairman
CHAIRMAN Joseph B.
Encabo of the Cooperative
Development
Authority
(CDA) said the first meeting
of the Regional Clustered
Organization (RCO) last
June 7, 2021 was the beginning of the unity of cooperatives in Central Visayas.
Encabo said he personally heard the issues
from coop leaders which
can contribute to the policy-making of the CDA.
“We need the cluster
of cooperatives all over the
country so their voice and
leadership can improve the
CDA services,” Encabo said.
The CDA which was
created by Congress to provide access to capital to ordinary Filipinos was used to
be under the Office of the
President and is now under
the Department of Trade
and Industry (DTI).
Encabo was appointed by President Rodrigo
Duterte for more than two
months ago, and has assured the public of several
reforms within this year.
“If we want reforms,
we must start it at home.
The CDA central office and
regional offices must use
all its resources that could
benefit all cooperatives in

the country,” Encabo said.
He said he instructed
his subordinate officials to
come up with a study, within two months, to reduce
the list of requirements to
cooperatives to lessen their
burden. He urged all CDA
officials and employees
to perform based on their
mandates or else they will
be sent to floating status.
“I am serious. I don’t
give a shit on who you are.
I don’t care if I will last only
one year in the CDA as long
as I am working for the
good of the cooperatives,”
Encabo said.
Encabo, whose father was born in the City
of Naga, Cebu, has also
attended a joint meeting
of the Cebu Credit Surety Fund (CCSF) and the
Mandaue City Credit Surety
Fund (MCCSF) which are
now processing to be a division of the CDA.
CCSF and MCCSF were
created by Bangko Sentral
ng Pilipinas (BSP) to help
the government in achieving inclusive growth. Under the new law passed by
Congress, the CSF all over
the country must now be a
division of CDA. ELIAS O.
BAQUERO

CYBER LIBEL. REGIONAL DIRECTOR VICTOR CAINDEC (CENTER)
TOGETHER WITH HIS LEGAL COUNSELS ATTY. BENJAMIN CABRIDO (RIGHT) AND ATTY. MAJED UNGAB (LEFT).

Cabrido is confident that
the City Prosecutor will find
probable cause to file the
criminal case against the corporations.
On his end, Caindec
wants these owners to go
to jail for their fraudulent
schemes that affected majority of the poor Filipinos.
He added that even
during the pandemic, these
motorcycle dealers embargoed motorcycles from buyers without the judicial process, “Pila ka libo nga mga

pobreng Pilipino na-imbargohan og mga motor karong
pandemya. Yano ra nga giimbargo, wala niagi og judicial
process.”
“They
accumulated
wealth by the billions making money from the hardship, the ignorance and the
desperation of so many Filipinos, there’s about 14 million motorcycles in the Philippines now, how many millions ang naimbargohan?,”
said Caindec. PR/ELIAS O.
BAQUERO
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Vice President Digong?
No, I do not think
President Rodrigo R.
Duterte would run for
vice president. Let me
cite five reasons.
One, the reason for
the PDP-Laban meetings convened by Sec.
Alfredo Cusi is primarily to oust Sen. Manny
Pacquiao. Of course,
President
Duterte
Weekly Notes
wants to check the loy- Emmanuel Nacorda Mongaya
alty of this troops. The
president is obviously weeding out rivals to her daughter Davao Mayor Inday Sara Duterte-Carpio. The vice
president ploy will die a natural death once the Digong
loyalists succeed in easing out Pacquiao.
Two, a seasoned politician, President Duterte
knows Inday Sara needs to ally with strong leaders
in the Visayas and Luzon. This means the Marcoses
(Imee and Bongbong) and GMA (represented by Gibo
Teodoro). In the Visayas, the flight diversion gambit
brought Gov. Gwen Garcia into line. The vice-presidential post is a valuable piece for negotiation with
allies.
Three, Duterte-Duterte tandem reeks of greed and
political dynasty. He risks making his family the ultimate example of avarice for history. Four, Digong is
old and not exactly a healthy individual who can withstand the rigors of a national campaign. Five, though
he may be considered a lame duck by many politicians
and pundits, President Duterte can help his daughter’s
campaign more effectively from the comforts of Malacañang.
But then, I could be wrong.
Mimo
The entry of Mariano ‘Mimo’ Osmeña as a contender
for Cebu City’s first congressional district seat has complicated the political terrain for Bando Osmeña-Pundok
Kauswagan (BOPK) and former mayor Tomas Osmeña.
Rachel ‘Cutie’ del Mar has decided to continue the legacy of his father Raul del Mar. BOPK candidate for vice
mayor Mary Ann delos Santos may vie for the same position. Although Councilor Franklyn Ong eyes the position of vice mayor, the Congress seat is an option.
All the while, I thought Mimo would run for a Senate seat. He may be not known in the national scene as
Mimo. But he has immense political capital being the
grandson of Pres. Sergio Osmeña Sr., the nephew of
Sen. Sergio Osmeña Jr. and Sen. John Henry Osmeña,
and younger cousin of Sen. Osmeña III. For several
years now, no Osmeña or even a true-bloodied Cebuano represents Cebu in the Senate. Perhaps, the time
has come for a Sen. Mimo Osmeña.
(Emmanuel ‘Anol’ Mongaya is co-founder and director
of PRWorks Inc. He is also a member of the Political
Officers League of the Philippines or POLPhil. DM
him @anol_cebu)
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Vice presidential candidates
If President Rodrigo Roa
Duterte agrees to the proposal of his allies within the
PDP-Laban to run for vice
president, there will be three
contenders for the position so
far.
Former Dept. of National
Defense (DND) chief Gilbert
‘Gibo’ Teodoro went to Davao
City to personally greet presidential daughter Mayor Inday
Sara Duterte-Carpio a happy
birthday. He also took his first
dose of an anti-Covid-19 vaccine at the Davao City Hall.
Upon his return, he
said he intends to run as the
vice-presidential candidate
of Inday Sara who is urged
by her supporters to seek the
presidency. He will be return-

Atty. Gerardo Carillo
Chairman

ing to Davao City soon for his
second dose.
Senate President Vicente
Sotto III also expressed his
desire to run for vice president especially in tandem
with Senator Panfilo Lacson.
Lacson said he is considering the possibility of running for president. The former police chief turned senator said he will either run for
the highest post or retire from
politics.
All the other possible
candidates are presidential
contenders. Aside from Inday
Sara, possible presidential
candidates are Sen. Manny Pacquiao, Sen. Bong Go,
Ferdinand ‘Bongbong’ Marcos, Francisco ‘Isko Moreno’
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Domagoso, Sen. Grace Poe,
and Vice President Leni Robredo.
Leading the presidentiables in surveys is Inday Sara
possibly because she is the
presidential daughter. A nationwide movement has also
sprouted to convince her to
run.
Another strong contender
is Pacquiao, known as Pambansang Kamao and Pacman.
He will be the center of attention when he climbs the boxing ring against Errol Spence
this August.
Who will finally decide to
run will be know this October
which is the deadline for the
filing of the certificates of candidacy.
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White House warns companies
to step up cybersecurity
BIZBITS

Manny de los Santos Rabacal

The White House warned
corporate executives and business leaders on Thursday (Jun
3) to step up security measures to protect against ransomware attacks after intrusions disrupted operations at
a meatpacking company and
a southeastern oil pipeline.
There has been a significant
hike in the frequency and size
of ransomware attacks, Anne
Neuberger, cybersecurity adviser at the National Security
Council, said in a letter. She

further said that the threats
are serious, and they are increasing. She urged companies
to take critical steps to protect
their organizations and the
American public. The recent
cyberattacks have forced companies to see ransomware as a
threat to core business operations and not just data theft, as
ransomware attacks have shifted from stealing to disrupting
operations. Strengthening the
country’s resilience to cyberattacks was one of President Joe
Biden’s top priorities. A major
meatpacker resumed U.S. operations on Wednesday following a ransomware attack that
disrupted meat production in
North America and Australia.
A Russia-linked hacking group
that goes by the name of REvil
and Sodinokibi was behind the
cyberattack against JBS SA, a
source familiar with the matter
told Reuters. The cyberattack
followed one last month by a
group with ties to Russia on Colonial Pipeline, the largest fuel
pipeline in the United States,

which crippled fuel delivery for
several days in the U.S. Southeast. Biden believes Russian
President Vladimir Putin has a
role to play in preventing these
attacks and planned to bring
up the issue during their summit this month, White House
press secretary Jen Psaki said
on Wednesday. (CNA)
oOo
Indonesia aims to increase
the proportion of renewable
power in its 2021-2030 national electricity plan to at least
48%, from 30% in the 20192028 plan, a senior energy
ministry official said on Friday.
The national electricity supply
plan (RUPTL) is a power supply guideline set by the government for state utility company
PT Perusahaan Listrik Negara
(PLN) for a 10-year period, but
the plan is regularly revised.
Under the current RUPTL,
coal is expected to power
48% of the electricity needs of
Southeast Asia’s largest economy. Indonesia is a major producer and exporter of thermal

coal. To reach the planned renewable power guideline, Rida
said diesel power plants would
be converted into renewable
plants, while old plants will
be retired, among other efforts. PLN said last week that it
would gradually retire its coalfired power plants as part of its
plan to reach carbon neutrality
by 2060. (Reuters)
oOo
Asia-Pacific is struggling
to vaccinate its population as
Covid-19 infections rise rapidly in many places around the
region, some at record-breaking levels. Many Asian governments had problems securing
vaccines, said Benjamin Cowling, a professor at The University of Hong Kong’s School
of Public Health. Besides, initial success at containing the
coronavirus in Asia may have
caused people to view vaccination with less urgency, he
added. India, Nepal, Malaysia,
Japan and Taiwan are among
those that have broken records
in the number of daily cases in

the past month — leading authorities to impose new restrictions to try to bring down the
cases. Countries in Asia-Pacific have collectively administered around 23.8 doses of
Covid vaccine per 100 people,
according to CNBC analysis of
data compiled by statistics site
Our World in Data as of June 1.
That’s far below North America’s roughly 61.4 doses per
100 people and Europe’s 48.5
doses per 100 people, the data
showed. Africa is the region
with the slowest vaccination
drive, and only 2.5 doses were
administered for every 100
people, according to the data.
Economists at French bank
Natixis have been tracking vaccine supplies and inoculation
progress across Asia-Pacific.
They said in a note last month
that while supply shortage was
a major factor in the region’s
slow vaccination, few economies still face that problem
currently. (CNBC)
mannyrabacal1144@
gmail.com

The Sudlon Marker, Let Us Rededicate It.

Cebu Legal
Pedia

Atty. Clarence Paul V. Oaminal

“Heroism is not to be
found in foreign lands, but
in our own birthplace, Cebu.”-CEBUpedia
CEBUpedia wrote a three
series article on “SUDLON,
Historical Landmark” (May
3,6 and 8, 2019). It is taken
from an article in the book,
CEBU: History of its Four Cities & Forty Nine Municipalities authored by the Brains of
the Cebu City Charter, Lawyer
Gervasio Lira Lavilles in 1965.
Dedicating the sacred

land for future generations,
students of the Cebu Junior
College, University of the Philippines in 1941 placed a marker of the heroism of the KKK
Cebu. The revolutionaries who
fought of what was thought to
be undefeatable.
Sudlon, became the headquarters of the regrouped
forces that was dispersed after the assassination of Leon
Kilat (Pantaleon Villegas) by
the leaders of Carcar, Cebu on
April 8, 1898.
It became the stronghold
against the Spanish forces and
the Americans who replaced
them after we were sold by
Spain to the United States via
the document, Treaty of Paris
signed on December 10, 1898.
The Cebuanos of the past
were not cowards, they loved
Cebu and freedom more than
the comforts and the fanaticism of the Spanish and American invaders. That is why it
is revolting and insulting to
Cebuano history for Cebuano
leaders kowtowing and licking
ass to Imperial Manila or any
emissary from the Presidential

Palace arrogantly trampling of
Cebu’s heritage and integrity.
This is the simple yet
heartfelt text of the marker, a
summation of the bravery of
the Cebuanos of the past:
“This tablet marks the
spot, Sudlon, the last stronghold of the Filipino forces in
Cebu against the American Invasion”.
The Cebu City’s Cultural
and Historical Affairs Office
(CHAO) is urged to support
this vision of rededicating the
marker in honor of the KKK
Sugbo.
This is an excerpt of the
article of Publio S. Piedad:
“After the untimely death
of Pantaleon Villegas, better
known as General Leon Kilat
(he took overall command of
the Cebuano Revolutionary
Forcers after the declaration
of hostilities against Spain on
April 3, 1898), the remaining
strength under his command
dispersed. Later, these forces regrouped and established
headquarters in the vastness
of Sudlon. Using this spot as
a base of operations, they at-

tacked the Spaniards in the
lowlands.
(When the Americans
arrived) the Revolucionarios, then, were to face a much
stronger enemy who had superior arms and more manpower. The intensive bombardment from the American
warships “Boston”, “Charleston”, “Baltimore” and “Managnoc” gave the Insurgents a
foretaste of what has to come.
Their advance post at San
Nicolas had to be withdrawn
to Pardo Church, making the
crossroad at Kinasang-an as
no-man’s. But here they lasted
barely a week.
They retreated first to
Habuyo and then to Mahayahay where they exacted heavy
losses on the enemy. However,
the American assaults became
more and more intense. The
Insurrectos began to look for
a place where they could put
up a unified stand. It was then
that the entire Revolutionary
force in the province was concentrated in the hazardous
hills of Sudlon.
The strategic advantage

of the place was great. There
were only two possible approaches to Sudlon and both
could be guarded with a minimum number of men. In the
rear was Bitlang Pass, which
was placed under the charge of
Captain Rafael Tabal. On the
mainline along the Bagakay
Ridge to the peak (now called
Sip-ak or Bandila) where the
Revolutionary flag was flying,
the Insurgents entrenched
themselves under the joint
command of General P. del
Rosario. The Aliño brothers,
Col. Angel Libre (who was still
living when the book was published) and a few ranking officers of the force. Cannons were
mounted on the rocks, while
the riflemen and those armed
with bolos, spears, piles of
stones, bows and arrows stood
behind-guarding the narrow
gorge that leads to Sudlon
proper where General Arcadio
Maxilom (now commander of
the Cebu Revolutionary Force)
headquarters was located.”
Cebu is the birthplace of
heroes. Long live the Cebuanos.
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Rabbit as an alternative meat. Is it legal to eat one?

The Legal Front
Atty. Gerry Carillo

This
pandemic
has
shaped not just people’s behavior but also the food in
our table. During this pandemic, prices of meat have
been soaring high. The market prices of pork even reach
at 400 pesos per kilo while
chicken at 250, fish at 400
while beef is priced at 450
per kilo. Hence looking for
a cheaper but healthier alternative is an option.

With the expensive meat
source some people have taken their interest on the rabbits as alternative rich protein source. Although rabbits
are typically kept as adorable
pets in our country. But rabbit meat offers a healthier
option.
A position paper by the
Department of Agricultural
and Applied Economics of
the University of the Philippines Los Baños said that
now may be the “opportunity for the country to start
exploring alternative protein
sources.”
The Department of Agriculture has long thought of
rabbit meat as a potential replacement for pork. It revisited the idea again in 2020
when it became apparent
that the African swine fever
outbreak had yet to be contained. In a chance interview
last year, Agriculture Secretary William Dar told reporters that a rabbit’s growth cycle is very short, making it an
ideal substitute added to the

fact that rabbit has the highest protein contents among
the meat available.
There’s huge potential
for rabbit meat, but farmers
noted that the Philippines
has a long way to go for it to
be widely available and acceptable. The rabbit industry is still looking for ways to
lower prices. There are only
a few farmers and most are
raising rabbits just in their
backyards. We still can’t produce enough to meet the demand of some restaurants.
We’re still in the stage of
looking for more raisers.
A rabbit takes around
two to three months to reach
marketable size, while pigs
take over double the period.
Chickens are fully grown between 28 and 45 days. But
while it takes less time to
raise rabbits as compared to
pigs, meat quality is also another issue that needs to be
addressed.
It may take a change of
mindset for Filipinos to see
rabbits as more than just

pets, but perhaps in this current crisis, it may be time to
give rabbit meat a taste.
For those who may be
cringing at the thought of
biting into a rabbit’s leg, realize that rabbit meat is consumed as an everyday source
of protein in many parts of
the world, most notably in
Europe. You’ll find them
sold everywhere, from local
butchers to chain supermarkets. In Spain, paella Valenciana is traditionally cooked
with rabbit meat. In France,
rabbit is stewed in red wine.
In Italy, it is cooked cacciatore style with tomatoes and
wine, or else braised with olives. And during hunting season in the fall, it’s not hard to
find wild hare on restaurant
menus throughout Europe.
There are number of advantages for using rabbit as
an alternative meat source.
One rabbit is the best healthy
meat as it has lower cholesterol than any other meat
and higher protein contents
than beef or pork. It’s ideal

for those looking for a leaner diet, but who don’t want
to go altogether meat-free.
Rabbits are relatively easy
to grow, and they propagate
faster. Besides, they eat a
“clean” vegetarian diet and
do not require the growth
hormones or antibiotics
prevalent in the poultry industry.
IT’S LEGAL
TO EAT RABBITS
And as per Philippine
law, rabbits are categorized
as livestock and poultry just
like pork, chicken, and beef.
There are also certain breeds
of rabbits that can be used as
meat like Californian, New
Zealand, Palomino, Chinchilla unlike the ones as pets
which are the fancy rabbits.
Though they can be eaten,
the difference is their meat to
bone ratio. But it outweighs
the benefits it will give to
your body. So, what are you
waiting let grab a rabbit leg
and get to use of our special
bunny. Write us at carillogerry@yahoo.com.ph.

Labor education in tertiary’s curriculum

The Labor Front
Art Barrit

Inclusion of rights of
workers to self-organization, collective bargaining,
security of tenure, just and
humane conditions of work,
social protection and other core labor standards are
some of the salient points
of the law recently signed
by President Rodrigo Roa
Duterte.
Republic Act No. 11551
also known as “Labor Education Act,” was signed by
President Duterte on May
27, 2021. The passage of
the law would integrate la-

bor education in the tertiary
curriculum. Both public and
private higher education
institutions (HEIs) are covered by the law.
“All public and private
higher education institutions shall integrate labor education as part of an
elective course; and as far
as practicable, hold a Labor Empowerment Career
Guidance Conference which
graduating students shall attend,” the law read.
Verily, labor education,
according to the law, is defined as “teaching of basic
knowledge on labor rights
and other skills relating
to negotiation, fostering
smooth interpersonal relations in the workplace, and
mechanisms for redress of
grievances and other concerns.”
The recently signed
measure was authored by
Congressman
Raymond
Democrito Cañete Mendoza,
TUCP Party-list Representative, under House Bill No.
4466.
The counterpart mea-

sure of the Senate under
Senate Bill No. 1513 was authored by Senator Joel Villanueva, Senate Chair, Committee on Higher Education.
Under SB Bill No. 1513, it
consolidated other related
bills on labor education as
well as the counterpart measure of the bill authored by
Congressman Mendoza.
The law recognizes the
need for the state to put in
place as mechanism to educate new labor entrants in
the field of work, employers
and entrepreneurs on their
constitutional rights and responsibilities in promoting
industrial peace and harmony at the workplace and social progress in society, the
law stated.
“Clearly, the government
must strive to make every
Filipino worker aware of his
or her right. It is equally unfortunate that even Filipino
entrepreneurs are also inadequately educated on labor
rights, noted Senator Villanueva.
Villanueva, the Chamber’s
Labor
Committee

Chair also made a categorical explanation, stating, that
due to the pandemic massive job displacements and
implementation of various
company cost-cutting measure were implemented by
businesses.
Contrary to this, it is important that we have a labor
force who is knowledgeable
of their labor right and remedies under the law in case
their rights are violated,
added Senator Villanueva.
Apparently, due to lack
of knowledge both on the
part of the workers and entrepreneurs on labor rights
and access to legal remedies
are common denominators
where labor rights of workers are easily disregarded.
Consequently, a huge
number of Filipino workers
in the country and abroad
still face problems due to
disregard of current laws on
the right and protection of
workers, Senator Villanueva
cited.
Workers’ problems such
as concerning fair wages, job
security, safe workplaces,

social protection, workers’
welfare and benefits, unfair
labor practices and other
issues related to labor and
employment are common issues affecting today’s workforce.
Predicated on this, I
hope the new law, R.A. 11551
will serve as a catalyst for
change in the labor front. It
also seeks to include labor
education in the technical
and vocational education
and training (TVET) curriculum.
The coverage and quality of labor education shall
be included in a comprehensive curriculum review to be
conducted by the Commission on Higher Education
(CHED) and the Technical
Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA).
The CHED and TESDA
are mandated in consultation with the DOLE and
relevant stakeholders shall
formulate the implementing
rules and regulations to effectively implement the provisions of the newly signed
law.
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Ph, France discuss
1st urban car cable system

FINANCE Secretary Carlos Dominguez said he met
with French Ambassador to the
Philippines Michèle Boccoz to
discuss “possible funding” for
several projects including the
first urban car cable system in
the country.
France is willing to provide
financing support through a
“highly concessional loan” for
the proposed urban cable system which will be the first in
Asia.
Dominguez said the proposed $100-million project is
pending approval by the Invest-

ment Coordination
Committee.
T h e
project by
the Department
of
Transportation (DOTr)
involves the
construction of a
cable-propelled mass
transport system which spans
about 4.5 kilometers along the
Santolan-Eastwood-Pasig cor-

THE Board of Investments
(BOI) said it is eager to invite
Japanese pharmaceutical companies to invest in the Philippines.
Trade Undersecretary and
BOI managing head Ceferino
Rodolfo said they recently met
with Kansai Pharmaceutical
Industries Association (KPIA)
to present the opportunities in
the country’s pharmaceutical
industry.
“As we work to Build Back
a Better Philippines, we recognize the importance of our

international partners like Japan. With the developments
in health insurance schemes,
health systems, and increasing
investments in public health,
the Philippines can serve as Japan’s market for pharmaceutical products,” Rodolfo said.
He said the local pharmaceutical market has an estimated value of US$4.6 billion, with
46 manufacturers, 650 importers, and 4,800 distributors.
Rodolfo added that the
country is a big importer of active pharmaceutical ingredients

ridor, the DOF said.
France had extended a
grant for the feasibility study on

the project
in 2018.
T h e
officials
have also
discussed
the proposal
to acquire
40 units of
24-meter
fast patrol
boats
for
the Philippine Coast
Guard, 2 additional 84-meter
offshore patrol vessels, and
2 coastal patrol boats from

French shipbuilder OCEA.
The DOF said the French
envoy sees the country as a viable investment destination for
foreign investors due to its prudent fiscal management.
Economic managers have
been reiterating that the Philippines’ strong macroeconomic
fundamentals have allowed the
government to respond swiftly
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The country’s credit rating
has also defied global downgrades as debt watchers affirmed its current ratings with a
stable outlook.

(APIs) with around 98 percent
of APIs still sourced abroad.
Between 2015 and 2019,
imports of APIs grew by 15 percent, Rodolfo said.
He said the Philippines can
be a production base for Japanese pharmaceutical firms not
only serving the local market
but also for exports.
The Philippines and Japan
can further strengthen their
partnership in the pharmaceutical sector mostly in areas
of research and development,
product development, and in-

novation, he added.
BOI Manufacturing Industries Service director Evariste Cagatan noted that the
government aims to attract
manufacturers of vaccines and
biologicals to build capacity in
addressing the current and future health emergencies and
pandemics.
“We would welcome investments in vaccine manufacturing even starting only
with fill and finish or form and
finish operations before going
to further processing. We have

prospective Filipino groups
which are looking for technical partners or equity partners
who would be happy to be introduced to those who are seriously interested in this field,”
Cagatan said.
She also encouraged Japanese pharmaceutical players to
look into prospects in the Philippine market in terms of essential medicines for the most
common illnesses of Filipinos
such as diabetes, hypertension,
kidney, heart diseases, and cancer.

Japanese pharma firms invited to invest in PH

Lapid files bill creating business academy for entrepreneurs
THE Philippines needs
an educational institution
dedicated for entrepreneurship as micro, small and medium enterprises (MSME)
“have been considered as the
backbone of the country’s
economy.”
This is the gist of Sen. Lito
Lapid’s Senate Bill No. 2205,
which creates the Philippine
Entrepreneurs Academy.
The business school will

offer “undergraduate and
graduate degree programs,
as well as short-term, technical-vocational, non-degree
courses and modular training that will enhance the core
competencies of individuals
on entrepreneurship.”
“It is but evident how
significant the role of these
MSMEs is in our economy
yet our country does not fully
invest on these and capitalize

on the potential of the same
for economic growth,” he said
in the bill’s explanatory note.
“This bill aims to address such gap by establishing a learning institution to
be known as the Philippine
Entrepreneurs Academy,” he
said.
Under the measure, the
institution will be supervised
by the Commission on Higher Education (CHED), which

shall “formalize and integrate
under a school system” courses offered by the Technical
Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA),
Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI), Department
of Science and Technology
(DOST), and other government agencies.
DTI offers free training
to entrepreneurs hit by pandemic

It was proposed that the
main campus will be located at the Clark Freeport and
Special Economic Zone, while
another branch will be established in Baguio City.
“It seeks to enhance the
core competencies of individuals on entrepreneurship and
promote the relevance of entrepreneurship to job generation and sustainable economic growth,” the senator said.

Razon is now Manila Water’s top-dog
BILLIONAIRE Enrique
Razon Jr. recently acquired
Manila Water Co. through
his Prime Metroline Holdings Inc’s Trident Water
Company Holdings.
Having acquired 51 percent voting interest in Manila Water Co, Razon was
named director, chairman of

the board, president, CEO,
and chairman and member
of the executive committee
it said in a disclosure to the
stock exchange.
The change in the Board
of Directors was approved by
the board on June 3, Manila
Water Inc said.
Razon replaced Fernan-

do Zobel de Ayala as chairman of the board of directors
and as chairman and member of the executive committee, MWC said.
“Please be informed that
our Board of Directors, at
its special meeting held at
5:00 P.M. today, approved
the changes in the Board and

management following the
Closing of the Subscription
Agreement,” the statement
said, citing a letter dated
June 3.
Razon’s Bloomberry Resorts Corp operates Solaire.
Razon is also the Chairman
and President of International Container Terminal

Services Inc, which has footprints in ports all over the
world.
Razon is also the county’s second richest with
an estimated net worth of
$5 billion according to the
latest Forbes 35th annual
ranking of the world’s richest people.
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Lift bank secrecy rules,
PCCI urges

THE immediate passage of the Banking Secrecy
Act Amendment to fight tax
evasion and deter financial
crimes gained support from
various business groups--the latest to join the call is
the Philippine Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
(PCCI), the largest business
organization in the country.
“The PCCI believes the
government needs stronger
monitoring and enforcement
tools to fight tax evasion and
other financial crimes. And
this could only happen if the
country’s stringent bank secrecy law is amended,” PCCI
said in a statement.
Republic Act (RA) 1405
forbids the disclosure of or
inquiry into deposits with
any banking institution,
unless the depositor gives
permission, or a competent
court orders the examination
of bank accounts.

The country’s stringent
bank secrecy law has frequently been referenced in
international reports spotlighting offshore tax evasion,
money laundering, and corruption. Bank secrecy has
continued to be cited as a

constitutional and statutory
right despite causal evidence
between the secrecy laws and
illegal activities.
The Bank Secrecy Act
needs to be amended to
align the country’s banking
and financial systems with

international best practices
and meet global standards
of transparency, combat illegal financial transactions
and promote the safety and
soundness of the financial
system.
A transparent financial

banking system cultivates
trust and represents a commitment to restricting money laundering, corruption,
tax evasion and other fraudulent banking schemes.
The PCCI further stressed
that safeguards need to be
put in place to avoid abuses
and maintain public trust.
On one hand, PCCI said
that private banks will need
to embrace accountability
not only in sharing information over bank activities
where there are suspicions
or evidence of criminal activity, but also in restricting
access to banking that potential criminals might have
before they are able to place
and manage illicit funds in
offshore accounts.
On the other hand, banks
and honest depositors must
also be protected from the
use of the law for harassment
or other illicit motives.

P3-B subsidy package for E-PUV manufacturing
AN EXECUTIVE order
granting P3-billion subsidy
package for the electric vehicle manufacturing sector
has been submitted to Malacanang and is awaiting approval by President Duterte.
Trade and Industry Undersecretary Rafaelita Aldaba
announced that this subsidy
package forms part of the incentives being made available
to Eco-PUV manufacturers
for both domestic and export
markets.
“We’re still waiting for

the president’s approval of
this particular executive order,” said Aldaba, saying that
this will encourage more investments to modernize the
transport sector
and to support
the
country’s
positioning as a
global manufacturing hub for
lithium ion batteries.
Under
the
EO, the P3-billion subsidy will

be granted through tax credits to manufacturers of Euro
4 vehicles and electric public
utility vehicles.
Aside from the proposed

subsidy, manufacturers of
battery for electric vehicles
are entitled to zero excise
duty, and 50 percent of the
statutory rate for hybrid vehicles.
The country’s
EV ecosystem is
composed of 54
manufacturers
and importers, 19
charging stations
and 11 parts manufacturers.
In terms of
industry focus,

the Philippines is leveraging
its current strengths not only
in EV assembly, but particularly in auto electronics engineering services, outsourcing
and EV battery charging energy storage systems and recycling.
“We are also gearing, our
strategy towards the development of the electrified public
transportation sector,” added
Aldaba.
The DTI is projecting a
total of 6.6 million electric vehicles by 2030.

PH fast becoming emerging data center market
THE Philippines is now
regarded as an emerging data
center market, with more
global technology companies
looking to build digital facilities in the country to meet
regional demand amid challenges.
PLDT Enterprise Asia
Pacific Regional Head Jeff
G. Mendoza, said hyperscalers or big technology
organizations that have immense network, power, and

space requirements “are in
need of options to serve the
fast-growing demand within
the region.”
“This is the time when the
emerging data center markets
— such as the Philippines —
are anticipated to take advantage of this window of opportunity,” he added.
PLDT Enterprise said
major data center hubs in
Southeast Asia, especially
Singapore and Hong Kong,

are facing challenges nowadays.
“In Hong Kong, geopolitical risks out of the imposition
of China’s National Security
Law have caused hyperscalers in the West to rethink
their strategy of building or
expanding their server farms
in the country,” it noted.
Singapore has issued a
moratorium to freeze data
center construction in the
country due to sustainabil-

ity concerns and landmass
shortage.
Mendoza said the accelerated digitalization among
businesses and consumers
in the region is pushing hyperscalers to “step on the gas
with their data center deployment plans across relevant
countries.”
“The goal is to optimize subscriber experience
through data server localization while enhancing network

resilience in growth markets,
including the Philippines,” he
said.
The company also noted
that some hyperscalers are
building new subsea cable
systems landing in the Philippines.
The initiative “highlights
the importance of the country in the digital infrastructure roadmap of these tech
giants,” PLDT Enterprise
added.
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Telco firm Converge ICT
Solutions to expand in Cebu
TELECOMMUNICATIONS firm Converge ICT
Solutions Inc. is seeing a
boost in fiber connection in
Cebu barangays as it sets its
sights on the small and medium enterprise (SME) market
for its expansion program.
“We’ve already hit the
ground running when we
had our soft launch in Cebu
last November. Considering that we’ve only been
operating in Mandaue and
Cebu cities on a limited basis, we’ve already signed on
thousands of subscribers
and established partnerships with small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and
enterprise clients,” said
Converge chief executive officer and co-founder Dennis
Anthony Uy.
The telecom company
had the grand opening of its
regional corporate office and
business center in Mandaue

City on Monday.
Converge ICT Solutions
president and CEO Dennis
Anthony Uy has earlier met
with Cebu City Mayor Ed-

gardo Labella and told him
of the firm’s expansion plans
that include Cebu City.
Since Converge’s soft
launch in Cebu last Novem-

authorized persons outside
residence (Apor), non-Apor
and persons traveling for leisure and humanitarian reasons must secure a negative
reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RTPCR) test from a Department
of Health-(DOH) accredited
molecular laboratory taken
not more than 72 hours prior
to arrival.
For those whose place of
origin does not have an RT-

JOCELYN PESQUERA
CEBU CITY
TOURISM COMMISSIONER

Balik Pasada hub opens at
Plaza Sugbo for a limited time
THE Cebu City government opened its “One-Stop
Balik Pasada Application
Hub” at the Plaza Sugbo
grounds on Monday, June 7,
2021, to help Public Utility
Jeepney drivers and operators avail of a permit that will
allow them to return to their
designated routes.
A Balik Pasada Permit is
required by the city’s Jeepney

PCR test, they must secure
certification from the local
government unit stating that
an RT-PCR test is unavailable so they will be tested
upon arrival.
Travelers can avail themselves of the free swab test
in the city’s seaport and City
Health Department coronavirus disease 2019 clinics
upon presentation of their
travel coordination permit.

If tourists land at the
Mactan-Cebu International Airport (MCIa+A), they
must comply with their hotel’s requirements, said Pesquera. But if they are staying
in the cities of Lapu-Lapu or
Mandaue and visiting tourist
spots in Cebu City, they no
longer have to comply.
Pesquera had said the
city’s tourism industry continued to rely on locals.

FIBER CONNECTION. CONVERGE ICT SOLUTIONS PRESIDENT AND CEO DENNIS ANTHONY UY
(RIGHT) WITH CEBU CITY MAYOR EDGARDO LABELLA (LEFT) IN A MEETING OCTOBER OF LAST
YEAR. PNA FILE PHOTO

Cebu City welcomes visitors

CEBU City welcomes
tourists, including those
coming from the National
Capital Region (NCR) and its
neighboring provinces.
Cebu City Tourism Commissioner Jocelyn Pesquera
said the city has been open to
non-essential travel and vacation since November 2020.
Section 3-A of Executive
Order 125 issued in March
this year, stip7oates that returning residents, private

ber, it has already covered
more than 440,000 households, spanning 48 cities and
municipalities, and more
than a thousand barangays.

Converge’s expansion in
the Visayas bodes well with
the National Broadband
Program (NBP) of the Department of Information and
Communications Technology (DICT), which aims to
deploy broadband capacity
across the nation, especially
in areas that are remote, inaccessible, and considered
unprofitable by the private
sector.
Having a solid telecommunication infrastructure is
crucial to progress especially
as the pandemic made online
communications a new norm
and the demand for fiber internet to rise.
In the next few weeks, Uy
said the company is also set
to open its business center
in Cebu City, as well as begin serving Talisay, Cordova,
and Lapu-Lapu City in one of
the most developed provinces in the country.

Task Force (JTF) before PUJ
drivers can start to ply their
routes.
In an advisory, the Cebu
City Public Information Office said that the one-stop
shop will include the services
of JTF, the Cebu City Transportation Office (CCTO), and
the Land Transportation
Franchising and Regulatory
Board (LTFRB).

This will be open starting
this Monday, June 7, and until Friday, June 11 only, from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Permit applicants are required to wear
face masks and face shields
during their visit.
On March 27, Mayor Edgardo Labella signed an Executive Order to officially reopen all jeepney routes in the
city.

Piston Cebu asks LGUs ‘leeway’
to returning PUJ drivers
THE
Pagkakaisa
ng
mga Samahan ng Tsuper
at Operators Nationwide
(Piston) Cebu asked local
government units (LGUs) to
forego unnecessary fees for
jeepney drivers who have
resumed operating.
“There should be no more
pending fines to pay, swab
testing should be free and
we should not be required
to undergo another seminar
that will cost us too. All these
have different fees,” he said
He assured that drivers
will implement the set

minimum health and safety
protocols while in transit.
Piston thanked the Cebu
City Government for allowing
traditional public utility
jeepneys (TPUJs) to ply their
original routes in the city after
more than a year of inactivity.
Greg Perez, Piston Cebu
chairman, said the group
has long been pushing for
the reopening of the TPUJs’
old routes. The issuance of
Cebu City Mayor Edgardo
Labella’s Executive Order 131
last May 27 was a positive
development.
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Labella takes 3 weeks
sick leave

MAYOR Edgardo C. Labella has taken a leave of
absence for three weeks beginning June 9, 2021 after
realizing that it is important
to focus on his recovery so
he will become strong again
to serve his constituents in
Cebu City.
“I promise you that I
will come back stronger.
Stay safe, Sugbuanon,” Labella said in a press conference.
He said he will take a
leave of absence because
he has to heed the advice of
his doctors that he needs a
complete rest.
He added that starting
June 9, 2021, Vice Mayor
Michael “Mike” Rama will
be the acting mayor and will
lead in handling the Cebu
City Government.
He said that last January 2021, he was rushed to
the hospital for an ear infection. But that was not all.
He said that while he
was in the hospital, and after thorough tests, he was

LEAVE. MAYOR EDGARDO C. LABELLA (SITTING) ANNOUNCED THAT HE WILL TAKE A LEAVE OF ABSENCE. WITH HIM ARE (STANDING, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT) CHIEF OF STAFF ATTY. MARU SALVATIERA, CEBU CITY ADMINISTRATOR FLORO CASAS, MAYOR EDGARDO C. LABELLA AND DYRC RADIO
BROADCASTER ELIAS O. BAQUERO.

told that he had sepsis or
blood infection.
“I almost died,” Labella
said.
“I was strongly advised
back then to take a couple of
months off work in order to
rest and fully recuperate,”
Labella said.
But he said he cannot

afford to rest amid great
challenges faced by the
City of Cebu, recalling that
last January 2021 we experienced a second surge of
Covid-19 cases.
There
were
several
things to attend to, hence,
he decided to continue to
work.

“My health momentarily took a back seat,” Labella
said.
He added that considering that Covid-19 cases now
manageable, and the continuing vaccination of the
people, he is finally heeding
the advice of his doctors.
“I would like to an-

nounce that I will be taking a leave of absence for
three weeks starting June 9,
2021,” Labella said.
“I will take this opportunity to pay greater attention
to my recovery. During the
three weeks, I will be undergoing a medical workup
to make sure there are no
more infections in my body.
Through this, I will just be
in the City of Cebu,” Labella
said.
He said he strongly believed that Rama will be
able to perform the functions as acting mayor within the bounds allowed by
law. Rama was the mayor
of Cebu City from 2010 to
2016 and Labella was his
(Rama) vice mayor.
At the same time, Labella also entrusted City
Administrator Atty. Floro
Casas to keep all operations
running in city hall.
“Even as I focus on my
recovery, I will continue to
monitor the City,” Labella
said. ELIAS O. BAQUERO

Cebu bizmen oppose proposed water hike
THE Cebu Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
(CCCI) has strongly opposed
the proposed water price hike
of Metropolitan Cebu Water
District (MCWD).
”Being the voice of the
business community of Cebu
and yet taking on interests
of public welfare, CCCI believes that the proposed price
increase of PHP300 for every 10 cubic meters of water is glaring, exorbitant and
preposterous,” CCCI president Felix Taguiam said in a
media statement.

The CCCI urged Cebu’s
biggest water distributor to
reconsider the adoption of the
proposed water price hike.
“At a time when the
country and the Cebuanos
are reeling from one of the
worst pandemic-induced recessions, a price increase on
indisputably the most important commodity on earth
– water, is insensitive, imprudent, unconscionable and
irresponsible,” Taguiam said.
The proposed price increase of PHP300 for every 10
cubic meters of water is glar-

ing, exorbitant and preposterous and even if backed up
by plans to invest in desalination, he said.
“For those who are already struggling to pay their
electricity and water bills or
the newly unemployed, even a
modest increase in household
bills can be problematic and
would only be an added burden. Now more than ever, access to affordable water supply
is critical to the everyday living
of families in Cebu,” Taguiam
said.
He said that it is also

equally important to remember public welfare as the ultimate aim of basic service delivery which underscores the
water industry.
“Ultimately, ill-conceived
and ill-timed decisions and
actions on water supply prices
will invariably affect the financial security of the most vulnerable sectors of the community
which are aggravating and can
lead to unrest during these uncertain times,” he added.
Last month, MCWD had
warned consumers that they
should expect a rate increase

of PHP70 to PHP120 per 10
cubic meters of water as soon
as it begins to supply desalinated water from three privately owned desalination
plants that will be built soon.
This means that from the
current rate of PHP180 per
10 cubic meters, Cebu’s water
rates could go up to as much
as PHP300 for every 10 cubic
meters of water.
MCWD targets to supply
consumers with desalinated
water as part of its long-term
solution to address Metro Cebu’s water shortage.

Gov’t soon to release online discount guidelines for senior citizen, PWD
THE Anti Red Tape Authority (ARTA) announced
that the Department of Social
Welfare and Development
(DSWD) will put together
comments from concerned
agencies by June 15 to develop a joint memorandum
order on the guidelines for

availing senior citizen and
PWD discounts online.
Senior citizens and PWDs
are entitled to a 20% discount
and are exempt from value
added tax on certain goods and
services under Philippine laws.
“They are not able to
claim their privileges grant-

ed by law because most merchants do not know what and
how to grant them their discounts,” ARTA said.
Laban Konsyumer, Inc.
wrote to ARTA to ask for its
intervention in March, saying
that no guidelines had been
released even though it sent its

request to the Department of
Trade and Industry (DTI) and
DSWD in October last year.
ARTA said DSWD will
lead the drafting of the joint
order because the agency primarily responds to senior citizen and PWD concerns.
DTI in August last year

said senior citizen discounts
are honored in online transactions and for purchases done
on senior citizens’ behalf.
Discounts do not apply
to delivery charges for goods
bought online, the National
Council on Disability Affairs
said.
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Clarin officials defend town’s
Solid Waste Management Plan
before NSWMC

CLARIN Vice Mayor Allen Rey Piezas and the rest
of the Sangguniang Bayan
(SB) were able to defend the
town’s 10-year Solid Waste
Management Plan (SWMP)
before the National Solid
Waste Management Council
(NSWMC) in a virtual meeting on Thursday, June 3,
2021.
Piezas said that the defense before the NSWMC is
needed as mandated by Republic Act 9003 or the Ecological Solid Waste Management Act of 2000.
RA 9003 stipulates the
segregation of collected garbage at source as local gov-

51 OFWs from
Cebu arrive
in Bohol
ABOUT 51 overseas Filipino workers (OFWs) have
arrived in Tagbilaran City
from Cebu on Saturday,
June 5, on board a vessel
from Lite Shipping Corporation.
Their arrival was in response to the marching orders of national authorities.
The returning OFWs
from Cebu were part of
those identified earlier by
the
Inter Agency Task Force
(IATF) as the ones who tested NEGATIVE in the PCR
Test conducted in Cebu
City. They were also the
ones who already have their
quarantine
certification
from the DOH and OWWA
that they were done with
the 14 days quarantine period in Cebu City.
The OFWs were from
Tagbilaran City, Panglao,
Calape, Sikatuna, Trinidad, Antequera, Tubigon,
Garcia Hernandez, Talibon, Buenavista, Catigbian,
Pilar, Guindulman, Sierra
Bullones, Dauis, Loay, Jagna, Sagbayan, Corella,Candijay, Dagohoy, Bien Unido,
Sevilla, Loboc, and Ubay.

ernment units (LGU) are
allowed only to collect the
residual and special waste
from businesses and households.
He said that LGUs need
to put up residual containment facilities and each barangay should have a materials recovery facility.
Piezas said that Clarin
Mayor Eugene Ibarra, Councilor Christine Butal, Ecological Solid Waste Management (ESWM) Coordinator
Dante Cañete, ESWM focal
person Kathleen Lebita, and
Gleyn Bojos were present
during the said activity at
the SB session hall of Clarin.

CLARIN VICE MAYOR ALLEN REY PIEZAS (FOREGROUND)

Dar lauds Bohol’s agri direction
DEPARTMENT of Agriculture (DA) Sec. William
Dar lauded the agriculture
initiatives of the Province of
Bohol as he capped his twoday visit to this island province.
Gov. Arthur Yap met Dar
at the Provincial Capitol on
Friday morning, where was
briefed by way of a presentation about Bohol’s programs
on crops, livestock, poultry
and fisheries, which are all
aligned with the DA’s 18 key
strategies, centering on the
agriculture sector’s efforts in
consolidation, modernization, industrialization, and
professionalization.
Dar told Yap that he is
impressed with the direction
of the agriculture programs

of the provincial government
and cited Bohol’s effort to focus on areas where it has a
competitive advantage especially in the agriculture sector.
Yap has an extensive
background in agriculture as
he was a former agriculture
secretary, which was why he
was able to work on filling
the gaps in the value chain to
boost the profitability of agricultural products.
Based on Yap’s presentation to Dar, rice, corn, and
root crops were identified as
key commodities, which will
be the focus of Bohol’s food
security program. For this
reason, Bohol is investing
in these commodities to improve production and ensure

the province’s competitive
advantage in the agriculture
sector.
Furthermore, these identified commodities are going to be the backbone of a
robust feeds industry in the
province, the governor said.
Impressed by the directions and programs of Bohol,
Dar agreed on the spot, to
designate Bohol as the second province to implement
the Province-led Agri-Fishery Extension System Program (PAFES), which is initiated by the DA.
“It is clear that the Provincial Government of Bohol knows what it needs to
strengthen regarding weaknesses in the production and
sales cycle of commodities

so they have already done
the first key critical step:
evaluating their needs and
citing the gaps which they
will need to work on.” Dar
emphasized.
“I am asking Gov. Yap to
furnish us copies of Bohol’s
presentation so we can ask
other stakeholders to analyze
and prepare their work programs along the same lines,
harmonized with the DA’s 18
key strategies. This will make
analysis and funding of programs more justifiable. “Dar
continued.
For his part, Yap thanked
Dar for taking the time to visit Bohol and share his valuable insights on the province’s agricultural directions
moving forward.

Yap gets 1st dose of anti-Covid vax
BOHOL Gov. Arthur
Yap got his first dose of the
anti-Coronavirus
disease
(Covid) today, Thursday
morning, June 3, 2021.
In a statement posted on his official Facebook
page, Yap received the Coronavax vaccine manufactured
by Sinovac of China at the
Provincial Diagnostic and

Ambulatory Care Center
(PDACC) formerly known as
Bohol Medical Care Institute
(BMCI) in barangay Dao.
According to the Provincial Information and Media
Relations (PRIMER), Ron
Zapatos, a nurse from the
Gov. Celestino Gallares Memorial Hospital (GCGMH)
administered the first dose of

said vaccine.
Provincial Health Office
officer-in-charge Cesar Tomas Lopez and Yap’s chief
of staff Giselle Quimpo witnessed the said inoculation.
Some 17,073 individuals out of 38,494 have so far
been vaccinated in Bohol by
the Vaccination Team led by
the Provincial Health Office.
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Trump’s FB suspended
for two years

FACEBOOK Inc has
suspended former US President Donald Trump’s Facebook and Instagram accounts for two years.
He was barred indefinitely from both sites in
January in the wake of
posts he made on the US
Capitol riots, but last month
Facebook’s Oversight Board
criticized the open-ended
penalty.
Facebook’s move comes
as the social media giant is
also ending a policy shielding politicians from some
content moderation rules.
It said that it would
no longer give politicians
immunity for deceptive
or abusive content based
on their comments being
newsworthy.
FB said Trump’s actions
were “a severe violation of
our rules”.
Trump’s ban was effec-

tive from the date of the
initial suspension on 7 January, Facebook’s vice-president of global affairs Nick
Clegg said in a post.
“Given the gravity of
the circumstances that led

A GLOBAL agreement
to end the “race to the bottom” on corporate taxation
is within sight, according to
the French and German finance ministers.
France’s Bruno le Maire
said the G7 club of rich nations was “just one millimeter away from a historic
agreement” on a global minimum rate.
He urged low tax states
like Ireland to back a deal
which would target tech giants such as Amazon and
Microsoft.

Ireland has one of the
lowest corporate tax rates
in the European Union, at
12.5%.
German finance minister Olaf Scholz said a 15%
rate would help pay back
Covid debt
Tax on big tech and
multi-nationals has been a
source of friction between
the US and fellow G7 countries such as the UK.
Scholz said it was important to stop the world’s
biggest companies from
dodging tax.

to Trump’s suspension, we
believe his actions constituted a severe violation of
our rules which merit the
highest penalty available,”
it added.
“If we determine that

there is still a serious risk
to public safety, we will extend the restriction for a set
period of time and continue
to re-evaluate until that risk
has receded.”
On his return, Trump

will be held to “a strict set
of rapidly escalating sanctions,” for any violations,
Clegg’s statement noted.
Trump said: “Facebook’s ruling is an insult to
the record-setting 75M people, plus many others, who
voted for us.”
“They shouldn’t be allowed to get away with this
censoring and silencing,
and ultimately, we will win.
Our country can’t take this
abuse anymore!”
“Next time I’m in the
White House there will be
no more dinners, at his request, with Mark Zuckerberg and his wife,” the former president said. “It will
be all business!”
Trump has also been
banned from Twitter, YouTube, Snapchat, Twitch
and other social media
platforms over the January
riot.

Rich nations now closer to tech tax deal

G7 FINANCE MINISTERS MEET IN LONDON ON JUNE 5, 2021

He said it was “absolutely necessary” to reach a deal
in order to “get out of this
race to the bottom we see
with taxes today…especially after the Covid crisis and
all the money we spent to
defend the health of the people, and to defend the economy.”
Le Maire added: “European countries, that in the
past, opposed this new international tax system, must
understand that they have to
give the agreement this major breakthrough”.

El Salvador mulls makingcryptocurrency legal tender
EL SALVADOR President Nayib Bukele says he
will make the Bitcoin cryptocurrency legal tender in the
country, saying that “Bitcoin
will make it easier for Salvadorans living abroad to send
payments home.”
If his plan is backed by
congress, the Central American country would be first
in the world to formally
adopt the digital currency.
It would be used along-

side the US dollar, El Salvador’s official currency.
“In the short term, this
will generate jobs and help
provide financial inclusion
to thousands outside the
formal economy and could
also boost investment to the
country,” Bukele said.
Bitcoin has a market
cap of $680 billion dollars
and if 1% of it is invested in
El Salvador, that would increase the gross domestic

product (GDP).by 25%.
On the other side, #Bitcoin will have 10 million
potential new users and
the fastest growing way to
transfer 6 billion dollars a
year in remittances.
He said he would send
the legislation to congress
next week.
Should it pass, the move
would open up financial
services to the 70% of Salvadorans who do not have

bank accounts, the president said.
El Salvador’s economy
relies heavily on remittances, or money sent home
from abroad, which make
up around 20% of the country’s GDP.
More than two million
Salvadorans live outside the
country, but they continue
to keep close ties to their
place of birth, sending back
more than $4bn (£2.9bn)

each year.
Current services can
charge fees for such transfers, which can take days to
arrive and sometimes need
to be picked up in person,
according to the announcement.
“This will improve lives
and the future of millions,”
Bukele said.
He did not give more
details about how the policy
would work.

